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Main content
Abstract:
The open-book management (OBM), which allows employees to partake of the financial study of a company, is slowly replacing the traditional employer-controlled management. Executives should study the benefits from OBM which include a coordinated company effort and goal.
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Subtitled "The Financial Technology Handbook for Investors, Entrepreneurs and Visionaries," this book is a comprehensive guide to the fintech industry. It aims to provide information and helpful advice to bankers, fintech entrepreneurs and investors eyeing profit opportunities in the fintech industry. The book offers a compilation of knowledge and insights from leading fintech industry authorities. Much of financial technology provides support services to banks and other traditional financial institutions. However, a number of fintech firms are disruptors within the financial services sector, and such companies are the subject of King's book. 1 Maverick Entrepreneur Can Transform an Industry 1000 TOGETHER CAN TRANSFORM THE WORLD. Maverick1000 is an invitation only, global network of industry transforming entrepreneurs connecting in bold new ways to challenge and collectively support each other’s biggest business goals, engage in reinvigorating experiences and co-create a worldwide multiplier impact (to date raising over $3 million+).